
COMPANY BACKGROUND
Since its founding by Dr. Jonathan M. Cutler in 1992, 
Premier has grown to oversee a diverse portfolio of 
commercial property now comprising over 2 million square 
feet in Maryland, Virginia, and the District of Columbia. 
This portfolio spans both owned and managed assets 
and includes office, medical, government, institutional, 
religious, flex, warehouse, and retail properties. Relying on 
methods such as conventional mail and phone calls, Premier 
didn’t have a formal process in place to efficiently manage 
investor relationships and distributions prior to partnering 
with IMS. In fact, raising capital often consisted of calling 
potential investors who Premier had previously worked 
with and keeping track of investments on spreadsheets. 
Without a robust way to manage investor relationships, 
Premier depended upon email address books to track 
investment parameters and document what types of 
projects investors would be interested in for future deals – 
a very manual process.

Streamlining Investor Relationships and Communication 
to Raise Equity Faster with IMS

See how one client, The Premier Companies, utilizes IMS to expedite, simplify, 
and automate the capital raise process. 

KEY CRITERIA FOR TECHNOLOGY 
TO ADDRESS CHALLENGES
Looking to improve investor transparency and efficiency when communicating with investors, Premier 
searched for an investor management software that was able to support their goal of reaching a large 
number of investors with ease. A robust CRM tool was high on their priority list, where the Premier 
team could log investment parameters and easily search and filter through investors who would be 
best-fit for new investment opportunities. Next, Premier wanted a solution to automate and streamline 
capital raises, with the ability to raise more capital and at quicker rate than previous methods allowed. 
Premier understood their investors’ increasing expectations and wanted to build investor trust and 
transparency by providing a high level of distribution and return details but also wanted a scalable 
technology solution in place to assist with the communication. 
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“ IMS really raised the 
bar for us in terms of 
communicating with our 
investors and clients. Not 
only can investors now 
see how their investments 
are performing with ease, 
but we are able to deliver 
highly detailed reports and 
updates in a professional 
and transparent way that 
has left our investors 
impressed and anxious to 
invest again with us. 



FACTORS FOR CHOOSING IMS
As Premier began comparing investor management 
software solutions in the marketplace, three major 
factors went into their decision: pricing, performance, 
and professionalism. Being a smaller shop, pricing was 
a large driving force for Premier, who didn’t want to 
sacrifice their requirements for a technology solution 
but wanted to stay within a budget they could afford. 
Another important factor was the true functionality 
and performance of the platform – a powerful CRM 
and Investor Reporting tool were the top features 
Premier required. Lastly, professionalism, honesty, 
and customer support influenced their decision when 
choosing a partnership with an investor management 
software. 

With IMS, Premier has been able to efficiently raise capital, communicate with investors at scale, and 
drastically improve their professional branding and credibility with investors. As Premier began the 
onboarding process and customizing their account, the team at IMS partnered alongside Vice President 
Adam Santos, who was the sole team member of Premier working on implementing new technology. 
“Our implementation manager was incredibly hands-on and made sure I had the resources and trainings 
I needed to get fully launched. The Customer Support team was very supportive and really excellent to 
work with.” Since launching, Premier’s investors have given a lot of feedback regarding how impressed 
they are with the platform and the level of professionalism it brings to the investment experience. “IMS is 
definitely delivering on the value we had hoped for, and we had very high expectations going into it.” 

“ Not only did we significantly surpass previous capital raises by 
syndicating through IMS, we completed our first raise in IMS within 
a week. This was due to various factors, the most important being 
the value proposition of the deal itself, but it was made possible by 
the IMS platform and technology.
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RAISE EQUITY FASTER

IMS’ online deal room allowed 
Premier to drastically raise capital 
faster than previous methods 
by automating the subscription 
process, tracking commitments, 
shares, and progress of the 
subscription documents.    


